DRAFT SCHEDULE OF QUANTITY
Name of work:- Development of Fish Pond at Machhial Temple in village Machhial PO Yol Jharer. (Deposit).
(SH:- C/O protection wall and stairs).

S/No.

Sub-head and items of work.

Quantity
Figures.
4

Rate in
Words.
5

Estimated Cost:280903
Earnest Money:5600
Time Limit:- Three Months
Unit
Amount.

1

2

3

1

Excavation in foundation trenches etc. in earth work in all kinds of soil
such as pick work, jumper work, blasting work soft /hard rock, chiesling
soft /hard rock where blasting is prohibited, slushy, daldal and saturated
soil I/c pumping or bailling out water with in all heights stacking the
excavated soil with 15cm layer when required into plinth ,sides of
foundations etc. consolidating each deposited layer by ramming and
watering and then disposing of all surplus earth as per direction of
Engineer-in-Charge with in all leads and lifts .

32.10 Cum

P/cum

2

P/L C.C. 1:2:4(1 cement: 2sand: 4graded stone agg.20mm nominal size
and curing complete excluding the cost of form and reinforcement for
reinforced concrete work in column pillars post and struts upto floor two
level complete within all leads and lifts.

25.21 Cum

P/cum

3

Providing and laying cement concrete 1:3:6(1 cement: 3sand: 6graded
stone agg.20mm nominal size and curing complete excluding cost of
form work in foundation and plinth within all leads and lifts.

38.74 Cum

P/cum

4

Providing mild/tor steel reinforcement for RCC work i/c bending,binding
and placing in position complete upto all floor level within all leads and
lifts.
providing form work with steel plates 3.15mm thick welded with angles
iron in frame 30x30x5mm so as to give a fair finish i/c centring,
shuttering, propping etc. height of propping and centring below
supporting floor to ceiling not exceeding 4 mtrs.height of propping and
centring below supporting removal of the same for insitu work :-In
Vertical walls surface such as walls (any thickness)partitions and the
like i/c attached pillasters, buttresses plinth and string courses and the
like complete within all leads and lifts.

5

6

7

8

9

Clearing jungle i/c uprooting of vegitables, grass, bushes, wood, trees
and saplings of girth upto 30cm measured at height of 1.00 mtr above
ground level and removal of rubbish upto distance of 20 mtrs out side
the periphery of the area cleared upto 30cm girth complete within all
leads and lifts.
Desilting of slush, gravel etc.in all kind of soil stc.incuding saturated soil
upto a distance of 20 mtrs and neatly dressing the surface complete
within all leads and lifts.
Painting two coats(excluding priming coat)on new steel and other metal
surface with enamelled paint brushing to give an even shade i/c cleaning
the surface of all dirt,dust and other foreign matter enamel paint other
than white within all leads and lifts.
Steel work welded in built up section i/c cutting,hoisting fixed in position
and applying a priming coat of red lead paint in grating framed guards
brass ladeers,railing,brackets and similar works.

504.00 Kg

6

P/kg

69.81 Sqmt

P/sqmt

4.50 Sqmt

P/sqmt

24.00 Sqmt

P/sqmt

117.00 Sqmt

P/sqmt

405.00 Kgs

7

p/kg

Total:-

Terms and conditions: 1
2
3
4
5

The contractor shall be responsible for watch and ward of the materials at site of work.
The work shall be executed as per HP.IPH specifications and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer-In-Charge.
Nothing shall be paid for the rejected materials and/or for the work executed below specifications.
Cement shall be issued by the department at IPH store Shahpur @ Rs. 325/- bag & steel 8mm Rs. 4536/-qtl. 10 mm dia=4431/-qtl.&
The Statuary taxes as applicable shall be deducted from the bill of the contractor.
Executive Engineer,
I & P.H. Division,Shahpur

